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An overview of recent developments in Geant4 hadronic modelling is provided with a focus on 
the start of the LHC experiments. Improvements in low-energy and high energy models were 
introduced. Many of these developments were directed toward increasing the precision of 
simulated hadronic showers for LHC detectors. Theoretical arguments were used as well as 
tuning to thin target experiment data. The testing suite for the Geant4 hadronic models was 
extended. Selected validation results are presented. The variants of Geant4 physics model 
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The Geant4 toolkit [1, 2] has been used for many years for the Monte Carlo simulation of 
LHC experiments. Hadronic physics packages [3] are responsible for the simulation of detector 
response to hadrons, in particular hadronic showers in calorimeters. For any hadron energy the 
response depends of simulation of both high energy and low energy processes, including the 
low-energy neutron transport. The configuration of Geant4 hadronic models is provided in term 
of Physics Lists [4]. Since release 8.3 (May 2007), the QGSP_BERT Physics List was adopted 
for simulation production both by ATLAS and CMS.  
In this work we highlight recent improvements of Geant4 hadronic physics models. The 
efforts were concentrated on providing better agreement of simulation results with the data of 
thin target experiments and the LHC test-beam data. To achieve this goal the hadronic testing 
suite [5] has been significantly extended [6, 7]. It covers an energy range of primary hadrons 
from 20 MeV to 400 GeV and allows validation of double differential cross sections for 
neutron, proton, charged pion production. As a result, the precision of the QGSP_BERT 
simulation is increased and alternative Physics Lists based on Fritiof string model are provided.   
2.String models 
In Physics Lists used for LHC, high energy hadron-nuclear interactions are simulated 
using the quark-gluon string model (QGS), which is valid above 12 GeV. Initially this model 
provided hadronic shower in a calorimeter [3] which were shorter and narrower than expected. 
A refinement of the cross section for the quasi-elastic scattering of high energy primary pions 
allows the longitudinal shower shape to be nearly reproduced [8]. Recently the quasi-elastic 
model was updated by inclusion of Fermi-motion for target nucleons providing a smooth 
spectrum of recoil nucleons.  
The sampling of low-energy secondary particles in QGSP-type Physics Lists is performed 
using the Pre-Compound model [1, 3]. The simulated high energy part of the spectrum of 
produced hadrons (Fig.1) is close to the data [9] but the low energy part is absent. This problem 
is resolved by introduction of the Binary cascade [10] or CHIPS model [11] for sampling the re-
scattering of the low-energy component of nuclear fragmentation (QGS_BIN or QGSC). 
The main problems of Physics Lists based on QGS model is in the simulation of 
diffractive processes and in the validity gap between cascade and string models around 10 GeV. 
To address these issues an alternative string model (FTF) was developed, which is based on the 
classical Fritiof approach [12]. The FTF model allows simulation of the quasi-elastic scattering 
and the diffraction processes. The following recent modifications have been introduced [13]: 
• refinement of the quasi-elastic scattering cross section and the Fermi momentum 
distribution of nucleons, 
• tuning of the diffractive dissociation cross section to experimental data, 
• implementation of formation time for secondary particles, and 
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Fig.1 Invariant cross section as a function of rapidity of charged secondary hadrons produced by 
collision of 250 GeV π+ with Aluminum (left) and Gold (right) targets: red points – data [9], green dots – 
QGSP, blue dots – QGS_BIN, blue light dots – QGSC.  
 
Fig.2 Invariant cross section as a function of rapidity of charged secondary hadrons produced by 
collision of 250 GeV π+ with Aluminum (left) and Gold (right) targets: red points – data [9], green dots – 
FTFP, blue dots –FTF_BIN. 
  
FTF model predictions (Fig.2) for the high rapidity (>2) distributions are of the same precision 
as QGS, but for the moderate rapidity FTF underestimates number of secondaries. FTF_BIN is 
needed to describe low energy particles re-scattering. The main advantage of the updated FTF 
model is its ability of simulate down to ~5 GeV, because of the natural sampling of the 
diffractive processes dominating the moderate energy region. This is confirmed by comparison 
with data [14] on pion production (Fig.3). FTF with the Binary cascade (FTFB) and Bertini 
cascade (BERT) are closer to the data than the QGS-based models.  
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Fig.3 Inclusive cross section of π+ production 
by proton beam on Tantalum target: points – 
data [14], histograms – Geant4 models.  
Fig.4 Proton production by 63 MeV neutron 
beam on Bismuth target: points – data [15], 
histograms – Geant4 models.
3.Cascade and low energy models 
Recently it was understood that the Bertini cascade model is needed for the LHC 
simulation [4, 8]. Because hadronic calorimeter responses are mainly determined by the 
production of π0 and protons the model was validated against various thin target data for π± and 
proton production. The following improvements were recently introduced:   
• correct normalization of the quasi-elastic cross section (Fig.3), 
• improved partial cross sections shape, and 
• Coulomb barrier is added in the pre-compound and cascade phases (Fig.4). 
A review of the native Geant4 Pre-Compound and de-excitation models was also carried out 
[16]. An important characteristic of simulation in the cascade energy range is the description of 
inclusive neutron production, which is reproduced by Geant4 cascades (Fig.5). 
 
Fig.5 Inclusive double differential cross section of the neutron production by the 1.2 GeV proton beam on 
the Tungsten target: points – data [17], histograms – Geant4 cascade models. 
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Described developments of the Geant4 hadronic models provide better agreement between 
simulation predictions and the data from thin target experiments with the QGSP_BERT Physics 
List, which is default for most LHC detectors. Refinement of the FTF model makes it possible 
to use FTF-based Physics Lists as an alternative. Updated models are available with Geant4 
release 9.2, which can be considered for the simulation of first collision experiments at LHC. 
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